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WHAT IT OFFERS YOU
CALL QUEUE MANAGEMENT
RingBack allows you to offer callers an alternative to queuing for long
periods by offering them the opportunity to request a call back. And for
those callers who want to wait on hold, RingBack also enables you to offer
queue position and estimated wait time choices.
RingBack provides an efficient way for contact centres to handle inbound
call peaks and call fluctuations, quickly and easily without increasing staff
resource. Full real-time, customisable analytics available via a secure, web
portal, making sure you have all the information you need for greater
customer insights, enabling you to improve the customer journey quicker.
In this guide we'll talk you through some of the key benefits of
RingBack, and how it can be a great fit for you.
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RingBack allows your business to offer an alternative to queuing
for long periods by offering them the opportunity to request a
call back. And for those callers who want to wait on hold,
RingBack also enables you to offer a queue position and
estimated wait time choices.
Giving callers choice is key to great customer service, improved
satisfaction and retention.

CALLBACK
TIMESLOT TO
HANDLE
CALL SPIKES

RingBack provides an efficient way for contact centres to handle
inbound call peaks and call fluctuations, quickly and easily
without increasing staff resource.
Full MI reporting is available and all set up and managed via a
secure web portal.
Changes can be made to the schedule and call back timeslots
without any system downtime, making it easy to handle
unexpected spikes.
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With RingBack's Hot Key function an Agent can transfer a call back
request to another Agent group if it's not one they can deal with.
Ensuring the Agent returning the call has the right experience and
skill level to deal with the enquiry.
The caller is dealt with effectively and efficiently and their call
experience is a positive one.
With the additional AutoDial Back facility selected RingBack
automatically dials the caller back when the request reaches its
turn in the queue or at the designated time requested by the caller,

HOT KEY
FUNCTION
&
AUTODIAL
FEATURES

keeping the Agent as productive as possible, for as long as possible.
AutoDial Back eliminates Agent error by removing the need for
them to manually dial the number. This feature work differently to a
dialler, ensuring that an Agent is free and ready prior to
autodialling, making sure the customer gets their information
quicker.
AutoDial Back can be enabled or disabled at any time, giving you
the option to allow Agents to manually dial numbers if preferred.
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You're wondering what about Time Zones, as your business is
global, right and we haven't mentioned anything?.
Well, this is not an issue, RingBack provides a localisation feature
which takes into account different time zones of callers and
Agents, allowing you to replicate the time zone calls originate
from ensuring that call back timeslots offered, requests and
actual call backs are accurate and in line with each other.

CALL
BACK,
ANYWHERE

RingBack makes sure your customers are always called back.

We hope this short guide gives you some great tips for
using RingBack in your business.

If you need help - or simply just have a question, we'd be
more than happy to help. Give us a call or drop Maxine an
email. We promise to call you back.
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ABOUT US
CALL US 0333 566 0000 OR EMAIL
MAXINE@MAXNET.CO.UK
We develop automated, self-service solutions. Technology that
makes life easier for your agents and customers. Self-service
applications that enable businesses to reduce customer service
costs through automation, across all channels - voice, chat,
sms.
From IVA, IVR, chatbots and voice assistants to biometrics, our
solutions allow businesses to create customer experiences that
exceed expectations at all levels. Our dedicated in-house
development team are experts in automated, self-learning AI
technologies that help businesses perform better. In the Cloud,
on-premises: any way our clients want it.
We deploy our solutions around the World, with a local
approach, a personal touch. And support our global clients in
exactly the same way, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

